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END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (EULA)

GENERAL EULA WHICH APPLIES TO ALL SWMCA CATALOGS FONTS.

USAGE: 
SWMCA is Christian owned, but those of all other faiths or of no faith of all may use this/these or
any other SWMCA font(s) for any use they please providing they are not violating this EULA and where a fee is required it has been paid. As a part of the unedited Aposoles' Creed, SWMCA believe it to the fullest including the phase "and I believe in all things seen and unseen" which may include UFO's, ghosts, spirits, unexplained philophies or phonomeon, the paranormal, aliens, metaphics, or any of these happening now or in the future. Because of this SWMCA neither endorses nor condemns any view, products, documents, etc produced using SWMCA's fonts using processes or medias of the past, currently in use, or yet to be invented. SWMCA has no control over who buys, downloads or uses our fonts or how they're use.

COPYRIGHT:
SWMCA copyrights all it's fonts. Because outside contractors and programs may be used for digitalization
of SWMCA fonts, copyrights of other enities may also apply.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:
Download and use SWMCA fonts at your own risk. (because SWMCA does not control the age, condition, or use of computers or equipment using our fonts). We will NOT be responsible for crashes, viruses etc.

Use the font's however you want.

Have two (2) backup copies on disk, usb stick, micro SD, or other stroage system.

Sell or trade equipment without removing SWMCA fonts.

Use SWMCA fonts if on units acquired used {but you may make only ONE (1) copy of each font in this case}. Units bought at auctions, closeout, hand-me-down, from liquidators, or more than 12 months old are considered used. The one copy restrictions do not count if you got SWMCA fonts from authorized download websites. It only applies if to SWMCA fonts already installed BEFORE you gained ownership of the unit.

Commercial use is welcome unless you're reselling the fonts or restrictions regarding this is included in your EULA or at the authorized download website you used.

Use of most SWMCA fonts is usually free for Government Agencies, Daycare/Senior Centers, Educational or Scientific Institutions, Penal Institutions, Homeless Agencies, Religous Groups, Hospitals and non-profits
even if we charge for the fonts. E-mail us at least a month in advance if it's a fee fonts. Covers all computers at all locations.

Additional copies outside of backups may be made but for in-house use only. 

Re-enginner our fonts or anything generating them with trojan horses or other viruses or vices that may crash hard drives or other calamities. 

WHAT YOU CAN NOT DO:

Make copycat copies or mimic our fonts in a manner where they can't be easily distingushed from SWMCA's originals.

Take credit for work done by SWMCA or it's contractors unless we commissioned you to do the work.

Offer SWMCA fonts for download to the public without our express written permission.

Use SWMCA fonts with the intent of putting SWMCA or any of our contractors or competiton out of business. This includes any attempts to diminish or lower the revenues of all above enities. We believe in
earning the trust of our clients the old-fashioned way, HONESTLY!  We also honor and value our competitors [all of them], and try to give them the same respect SWMCA hopes to get from them.

Offer our fonts for any price if you got them for free.

Resell our fonts when you got them free, or beyond a reasonable price if you paid a fee. You may not sell multiple copies of SWMCA fonts without consent. (There's a reason why even SWMCA's free fonts are copyrighted). When a fee is paid for SWMCA fonts, they should by at fair prices.

Offer our fonts as part of a "package" (especially if consumers must pay for it) without consent or prior written agreement.

COST: 
This font is currently freeware but is still copyrighted. Commerical usage is also allowed. Just because the font is freeware now does not mean it will be indefinitely. SWMCA may at anytime make it a fee font for any reason or at will. SWMCA may also keep the font free but place restrictions on use of free versions. If SWMCA closes, merges, is bought out etc., it's successor or in the event of the owner's death
that person's estate may have these rights as well as that of replacing this EULA. If SWMCA is a partnership at the time the surviving partner(s) may make the same decisions, and if it's a corporation at a later date, decisions made regarding this [or these] font(s) are to be made according to the wishes of the shareholders or the board it elects. SWMCA may offer this font for free or fee as long as it's the same at all offering websites. We may create a expanded or drastically version as a fee font while continuing to offer this font (or this package) for free as long the paid one is a better value. Currently all SWMCA fonts are offered at fontspace.com and a select number at dafonts.com and a few other outlets. We may change where our fonts may be acquired or discontinue a font at will.   

THIS EULA REPLACES ARE PRIOR VERSIONS AND MAY BE UPDATED OR REPLACED IN THE FUTURE.  
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